Transport of muonic deuterium atoms in a slab of thickness d filled with a molecular deuterium gas is described by means of the multiple-collision expansion in the framework of a time-dependent theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we investigate the efficiency of the multiple-collision expansion, Refs. [1] and [2] , and references therein, as a tool for modeling the transport of muonic atoms in a molecular gas. The multiple-collision expansion is nothing other than a Neumann series solution of the integral form of the transport equation (Ref. [6] , p. 48) and may thus be considered a perturbation series, analogous to the Dyson series of QED. This series converges rapidly when the optical thickness of the medium being studied is small. As discussed in Ref. [3] , a diffusion approximation can be applied to optically thick media [(optical thickness)=(cross section)X(thickness)]. Our work is intended to extend the transport calculations presented in Sec. V of Ref. [3] to include certain anisotropy effects and energy-dependent cross sections [4, 5] .
In Ref. [2] , multiple-collision theory has (2) via integration along the characteristics [6] , or as a balance equation in the phase space of the system [16] , [17] . In turn, S, ' ' is expressed as S, ' '(t, x,p, E)= f dE' f dp'X"(E'~E, p'~p;x)P( '(t, x,p', E') X(E~E) f X(E~E~p)PI(p)dp -1 P() )(t, x, E)= f P( )(t,x, p, , E)P((p)dp, (8) where H is the Heaviside function. Substituting into Eq.
(4) we get I [18] ,and [19] ,for instance) and write X(E'~E,p'~p;x)=H(dl2~( x~) X(E'~E,p'~p) (homogeneous medium), (5) X(E'~E,p'~p) = g
S, ' '(t, x,p, E)= f dE' f dp'P(, '(t, x,p', E') g X, ', (E'~E)x)P, (p)P, (p, ') + f dE' f dp'y("'(t, x,p', E') g X'b, (E'~E;x)P, (p)P, (p, ') . (9) +-', p[X. '. 0'. '+X'.0' ')] . (10) If we go one step beyond the assumption of isotropic scattering and stop our sums at l=1, then S, ' ' is the sum of four terms only, namely,
We need to know the form of the transfer functions that appear in (9) . Through a classical procedure [18, 20] , assuming stationary scattering centers and defining the function A as A(E, E')=H(E E(E'))-H(E E(E')-), we ge-t in which U is the projectile potential-energy change in the inelastic collision, and XgD(E'~E;x) X"(E') X,, (E'~E;x)= H(dl2 -~x i) (1 -a)E' for c =b and c =a. Note that in Ref. [3] the U, (t term given in Ref. [20] was used for the calculations relevant to the transport of muonic hydrogen, instead of U. The symbols used in [3] and [20] 
', (E()~E)(t), ')'(t, x, E() )+XJ"(EO~E)PP('(t,x,E()) ]
Substituting (16) [3] . For such media, the difference between our calculation and that of Rusjan and Zweifel amounts to about 1% when the emerging flux X is considered, and about 5% for the integrated emerging flux; see Fig. 1 . This may be taken, then, as a bound on the performance of the simpler scheme outlined by those authors.
For increased accuracy and to consider somewhat thicker slabs, it will be necessary to consider higher-order collided cruxes. Here, the inclusion of anisotropy and energy dependence complicates greatly the necessary analytical development and increases the computerresource needs, and so the approach of Ref. [3] 
